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Abstract Digital circuit designs are usually given as Register-Transfer-Level (RTL) 
specifications, but most of today's hardware verification tools are based 
on bit-level methods, using SAT or BDD-based techniques. RTL spec
ifications contain more explicite structural information than bit-level 
descriptions. This paper presents a new approach to scale down design 
sizes before verification by exploiting word-level information. We in
troduce a one-to-one abstraction technique for RTL property checking, 
which computes a scaled-down abstract model of a design, in which sig
nal widths are reduced with respect to a property. The property holds 
for the abstract RTL if and only if it holds for the original RTL. If the 
property fails, counterexamples for the original design are computed 
from counterexamples found on the reduced model. The verification 
task is completely carried out on the scaled-down version of the design; 
false-negatives cannot occur. Linear signal width reductions result in 
exponentially smaller state spaces and have a significant impact on the 
runtimes of verification tools. Experimental results on large industrial 
circuits have demonstrated applicability and efficiency of our method. 

Introduction 
Verification has become one of the most important steps in digital 

circuit design. Today's circuit designs often contain up to several million 
transistors. The test for correct behavior before manufacturing becomes 
more and more important and a major economical issue. While design 
sizes are ever increasing, this test grows more complex, time-consuming, 
and expensive. Formal verification tasks often fail already due to design 
sizes. Automated abstraction techniques (e.g. CGL92) are a promising 
approach to enhance capabilities of formal verification tools. The original version of this chapter was revised: The copyright line was incorrect. This has been
corrected. The Erratum to this chapter is available at DOI: 
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Recently, Bounded Model Checking (cf. BCC+99) and Bounded Prop
erty Checking have gained increased significance in Electronic Design 
Automation (EDA), as recently surveyed in SSOO. The majority of to
day's industrial hardware verification tools uses bit-level decision proce
dures, like SAT or BDD-based techniques (see e.g. Bry86j Sil95). How
ever, circuit designs are usually given in terms of RTL specifications, 
for example coded in Hardware Description Languages (HDLs), like 
VHDL or Verilog. RTL specifications of digital circuits contain ex
plicite structural information which is lost in bit-level descriptions. On 
bit-level, for example in Boolean formulae, all signals are of one-bit 
width, and all available functional units are Boolean gates. In con
trast to that, on RTL, word-level data structures (e.g. bitvectors and 
busses) as well as high-level operators (e.g. adders, multipliers, and 
shifters) are still visible. Several approaches to formal circuit verification 
have been proposed which make use of such high-level information and 
which are based on word-level verification techniques, like for example 
Word-Level Decision Diagrams (e.g. DreOO), formal Bitvector Theories 
(e.g. BDL98j CMR97), Integer Linear Programming (e.g. ZKCOl), Sym
metry Reductions (e.g. CEJS98j ET99) and Term Rewriting (e.g. DJ90), 
to survey only a few. 

1. Scaling Design Sizes before Verification 
This paper presents a new word-level abstraction technique which is 

used as a preprocess in high-level property checking of digital circuits. 
The proposed method automatically scales down data-path widths while 
preserving design properties. We consider the property checking flow 
shown in Figure 1. Circuit designs are given as HDL specifications, and 
properties are described in a linear time logic used in Symbolic Trajec
tory Evaluation and specify the intended behavior of the design within 
a finite bounded interval of time. Typical properties are subdivided into 
an assumption part implying a commitment part and consist of tempo
ral operators and state expressions, involving relationships among data 
words. As an example consider: 

assume: (during [t, t+4]: reset = 0) and 
(at t: request = 1); 

prove: (at t+3: acknowledge = 1) and 
(at t+4: data = 11111111); 

The standard verification flow is indicated by white boxes. Design 
and property are transformed (Synthesis, Unrolling) into an instance of 
propositional SAT, i.e. a bit-level formula <p. Satisfiability of <p corre
sponds to invalidity of the property. <p is handed to a property checker, 
which uses bit-level verification techniques in order to either prove that 
the property holds, or to return a counterexample. The gray shaded 
areas in Figure 1 illustrate how the proposed abstraction technique is 
incorporated into such a flow. Instead of immediately going down to 
the bit-level, an RTL representation E of <p is generated, consisting of 
high-level primitives, like word-level signals (variables) and word-level 
operators (e.g. arithmetic units, comparators, multiplexors and memory 
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elements). Each signal x has a fixed width n E N+ and takes bitvectors 
of respective length as values. In a preprocessing step, our method takes 
the RTL representation and computes a second, scaled down RTL model 
E' by replacing each word-level signal x of E by a corresponding shrun
ken signal of width mx S n (whereby n denotes the original width of x). 
Original and abstract model differ from each other only as far as signal 
widths are concerned. All other data-flow aspects are preserved. The 
width of each signal in the abstract RTL is the minimum width which 
is necessary and sufficient in order to establish a one-to-one abstraction 
with respect to design, property, and the reduction technique we propose 
(i.e. by solely changing signal widths): 

The property holds 
for the reduced RTL 

The property holds 
for the original RTL 

The reduced RTL is transformed into a bit-level formula <p' which is 
given to the property checker instead of <po Thus, the proposed abstrac
tion technique can be used in combination with a variety of existing 
(powerful) property checking tools. The bit-level representations <p and 
<p' contain bit-level variables for each bit of each word-level signal of E 
and E'. Depending on the degree of reduction of signal widths, <p' can 
contain significantly less variables than <po A linear reduction of a sig
nal's width from n bits down to m bits, m < n, causes an exponential 
reduction of the size of the induced state space from 2n down to 2m , 

which can cause a significant speed-up of verification runtimes. If the 
property does not hold, the property checker returns a counterexample 
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for cp', i.e. for the reduced RTL. Our method provides a postprocessing 
technique which takes such a counterexample and computes values for 
all inputs of the original design, for which the property fails. 

2. Bitvector Equations 
Circuit designs can be represented on RTL by systems of bitvector 

equations such that validity of design properties corresponds to satisfi
ability of the equations. We define an equational theory C(Bv) of fixed
size bitvectors, which is an extension of the core theory of bitvectors 
presented in CMR97. Let:B := {O,l}. A bitvector of width n E N+ 
is a finite vector element v = (Vn-I, ... , VI, vo) E :Bn , consisting of n in
dividual bits, which are indexed from right to left, starting with index 
O. The set :Bn of bitvectors of width n is denoted by :B[n). A bitvec
tor variable of width n E N+ is a typed variable Z[n) , representing 
fixed-size bitvectors V E :B[n) of width n. We use bold face characters 
for bitvector variables, and the width (i.e. the type) is always explicitely 
denoted. We write Z[n) [i] to refer to- the ith bit of the value of Z[n). The 
set of well-formed C(Bv) terms is defined inductively over a finite set of 
bit vector variables and the set of bitvector operators shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Bitvector Operators and Equations 

Operator Syntax 
bitvector variables :I:[n) 
bitvector constants Vn-1···V1 V O 

concatenation ® 
extraction [j,i] 
bitwise negation neg 
bitwise Boolean and,or,xor 
connectives nand, nor, xnor 
if-then-else ite 

arithmetic Ea,e,® 
memory read read 
memory write write 

Example 

:1:(8), Y(16) , Z(4) , ..• 
0000, 1111, 00101011, 

:1:(16) = Y(12) ® Z(4) 

:1:(4) = Y(32) [5,2] 
:1:(8) = neg(Y[8) 
:1:(16) = Y(16) and Z(16) 
:1:(16) = Y(16) or Z(16) 

:1:(8) = ite(a[4) = b(4)'Y[8),Z[8) 

:1:(8) = ite( a(4) < b(4) , Y(8)' Z(8) 

:1:(32) = Y(32) Ea Z(32) 

C(4) = read(m[1024), i(8) 
m (64) = write(m[64), i[4], V(2) 

Well-formedness of terms implies that variable widths have to com
ply with operator demands (e.g. index expressions must not exceed the 
widths of argument terms). Note that additional high-level operators, 
e.g. shifts and rotations, can already be expressed with the shown set of 
operators. Within our framework, RTL models consist of a system E of 
equations of bitvector terms over C(Bv) such that: 

E is satisfiable '¢::::::} 
The property does not 
hold for the design (1) 

A system E is satisfiable if there exists a valuation of the variables of 
E such that all equations are satisfied. Multi-bit circuit signals directly 
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correspond to bit vector variables of E. A satisfying solution, if existent, 
yields a counterexample indicating values for all circuit signals such that 
the property does not hold for these assignments (falsification, bug hunt
ing). The proposed abstraction technique generates a second system E' 
of bitvector equations, which differs from E solely in the manner that 
variable widths are reduced. The width of each bitvector variable is 
shrunken to the smallest possible number of bits (with respect to E' 
differing from E only by reduced variable widths), such that: 

E' is satisfiable ¢::::::} E is satisfiable (2) 

E' represents a scaled down version of the original design, and property 
checking can be done entirely on E'. 

3. Signal Width Reduction 
Bitvector equations describe data dependencies on word-level. The 

equations explicit ely contain the high-level information, which individual 
bits belong to the same word-level signal, and how single bits are ordered 
within multi-bit signals. In the following we show how this information 
can be used to reduce computational complexity of satisfiability checks 
of bitvector equations. 

If neighboring bits of bitvector variables are computed uniformly ac
cording to the same bit-level data flow, then such data dependencies are 
called a uniform data flow. 

Example 1 (Uniform Data Dependencies) Let X[8], Y[8] and z[8] 
be 8-bit signals, and consider the following bitvector equation: 

X[8] and Y[8] = z[8] (3) 

Equation (3) specifies functional data dependencies between x [8], Y [8] and 
Z[8]. Satisfiability of (3) corresponds to satisfiability of the following bit
level representation 

(xo and Yo = zo) A ... A (X7 and Y7 = Z7), (4) 

involving 24 Boolean variables and 8 equations. Obviously it is not nec
essary to solve all 8 equations of (4) separately, because the data flow 
for bit-positions 0-7 is computed uniformly. Let X'[l],y'[l],Z'[l] denote 
new signals of width 1, derived from the variables of (3). It is sufficient 
to check satisfiability of 

(5) 

because (3) is satisfiable if and only if (5) is satisfiable. A satisfying 
solution of (3) can be obtained from a solution of (5) by signed extension. 
For example, X![l] = 0, Y'[l] = 1, Z'[l] 0 yields x[8] = 00000000, 
Y[8] = 11111111 and Z[8] = 00000000. 0 
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Uniform data flow is formally characterized by bitwise bitvector 
functions. 

Definition 1 (Bitwise Bitvector Functions) Let n, k E N+ and let 
F[n] : lffi[n] x ... x lffi[n] lffi[n] be a k-ary bitvector function of width n 
on bitvectors of width n. F[n] is a bitwise bitvector function if there 
exists a k-ary Boolean function 8[1] : lffi[l] x ... x lffi[l] lffi[l] such that 
F[n] (x[nl' ... , [i) = 8[1] (X[n] [iJ, ... , [iD for all i E {a, ... ,n-I} 

and all X[n] , ... , E lffi[n]· • 

8[1] is called the characteristic Boolean function of F[n]. Satisfy
ing solutions of bitvector equations with uniform data dependencies can 
be characterized by zeros of bitwise bitvector functions. 

Definition 2 (Bitwise Bitvector Equations) Let e be a bitvector 
equation over £(Bv), and let V = {X[n] , ... , be the set of bit
vector variables occurring in e. Then e is called a bitwise bitvector 
equation if there exists a bitwise bitvector function F[n] such that the 
set of satisfying solutions of e is exactly the set of satisfying solutions of 
F[n] (x[n]' ... , = O[n]· • 

Satisfiability of bitwise bitvector equations for bitvectors of width n 
can be mapped onto satisfiability of equations for bitvectors of width I 
by simply reducing variable widths, as seen in Example I and formalized 
as follows. 

Corollary 1 (Bitwise Bitvector Functions) Let n, k E N+ and let 
F[n] : lffi[n] x ... x lffi[n] lffi[n] be a k-ary bitwise bitvector function with 
characteristic Boolean function 8[1]. Then F[n](x[n]' .. ·' = O[n] is 

satisfiable if and only if 8[1](x'h], ... , = 0[1] is satisfiable. • 

In general, data flow must be analyzed for all equations of a given sys
tem. Reduction depends on structural and dynamical data dependencies 
imposed by the conjunction of all equations. Thus, even if uniform data 
flow exists for a specific equation, other equations can be the reason that 
reduction to only I-bit width might not preserve satisfiability. 

Example 2 (Dynamical Data Dependencies) Let X [8] , Y[8] and Z[8] 
be signals of width 8, for which uniform data dependencies exist. Con
sider a system of bitvector equations, which additionally contains the 
following expressions: 

= ite( x [8] =y [8], ... , · .. ) 
= ite(Y[8] =Z[8] , ... , · .. ) 
= ite(Z[8] =X[8] , ... , · .. ) 

(6) 
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A satisfying solution of (6) might require that the values of X[8], Y[8], Z[8] 

have to be mutually different, i. e. 

X [8] =1= Y[8] 1\ Y[8] =1= Z[8] 1\ Z[8] =1= X[8] . (1) 

Then, reduction to only one bit width is not possible, because X'[l] =1= 

Y'[l] 1\ y'[l] =1= Z'[l] 1\ Z'[l] =1= X'[l] is not satisfiable, while (1) is. Instead 
the following holds: 

X[m] =1= Y[m] 1\ Y[m] =1= z[m] 1\ Z[m] =1= x[m] (8) 

is satisfiable for all m 2, and at the same time 2 is the minimum value 
for m, for which 

(7) satisfiable {:::::} (8) satisfiable 

holds. Therefore, satisfiability of (6) can be preserved by choosing reduced 
bitvectors of width 2. But, even if a solution of (6) maybe only requires 
X [8] =1= Y[8] 1\ Y[8] =1= Z[8] , a reduction to one bit widths still might not be 
sufficient, although x' [1] =1= Y' [1] 1\ Y' [1] =1= Z' [1] is satisfiable, because the 
uniform data dependencies between X[8], Y[8] , Z[8], as imposed by further 
equations of (6), could be the following: 

11111111 = (X[8] and Y[8] and neg(Z[8]) ) or 
(neg(X[8]) and Y[8] and Z[8] ) 

Such conditions are satisfiable for bitvectors of width 8, but the corre
sponding problem, where variables are reduced to J-bit width, is unsat
isfiable. Instead, satisfiability again is preserved when reduced bitvectors 
of width 2 are chosen. 0 

Data dependencies can exist between complete bit vectors or only be
tween certain bits. Typically, different data dependencies exist for dif
ferent chunks of a variable. Variables can be partitioned into contiguous 
parts in which all bits are treated uniformly with respect to data depen
dencies. 

Example 3 (Structural Data Dependencies) Let X[8], Y[8] and Z[8] 

be bitvector variables of width 8, and let a[2], b[2] be bitvector variables 
of width 2. Consider the following system E of bitvector equations: 

X[8] and Y[8] = z[8] 
X [8] = a[2] ® b[6] 

(9) 

The first equation specifies uniform data dependencies for X[8], Y[8] , Z[8], 

but the second one imposes different structural dependencies for the up
per two and the lower six bits of X[8]. E can be decomposed into two 
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disjoint independent systems E1 and E2 of bitvector equations, 

{ X [8) [7, 6] and Y[8) [7, 6] = Z[8) [7, 6] 
E1 x[8J[7, 6] = a[2J 

{ 
(10) 

X [8) [5,0] and Y[8) [5, 0] = Z[8) [5,0] 
E2 x[8J [5,0] = b[6J 

such that the set of satisfying solutions of E is the same as the set of 
satisfying solutions of the conjunction of E1 and E2, i.e. E is satisfiable 
if and only if E1 1\ E2 is satisfiable. Furthermore, all data dependencies 
in E1 and in E2 are uniform. Satisfiability of (10) then can be reduced 
to satisfiability of: 

{ , d' , 
E' x [1) an Y [1) - Z [I} 

1 , , 
x [1) = a [1) 

{ " d" " E' X [lJ an Y [1) - Z [1) 
2 " b" x [1) - [1) 

(11) 

and from (11) we can recompose 

x'" 2 and Y'" 2 = Z"'[2) ,,) ) [ ) ", ", 

x [2) = a [1) ® b [1) 
(12) 

with (12) is satisfiable if and only if (g) is satisfiable. a"'[l) relates to 
a[2), b"'[l) relates to b[6)' X"'[2) [1, 1] relates to x[8)[7,6], and X"'[2) [0,0] 
to X [8) [5,0], and so on. To obtain a solution of (9), signed extension is 
done related chunks according to the prior decomposition, 
for example a ' [1) = 0, b"'[l) = 1, X"'[2) = 01, Y"'[2) = 11, Z"'[2) = 01, 
yields a[2) = 00, b[6) = 111111, X[8) = 00111111, Y[8) = 11111111, Z[8) = 
00111111. 0 

4. Granularity Decomposition 
According to Definition 2 and Corollary 1, satisfiability of bitwise bit

vector equations can be mapped to satisfiability of corresponding equa
tions over bitvectors of reduced width. This technique can be generalized 
to scale down signal widths for whole systems of bitvector equations as 
shown in Example 3. 

A chunk of a bit vector variable X[n) is a triple (X[n), j, i) with ° :::; 
i :::; j < n, representing the contiguous part of x[n) which is described by 
the bitvector term x [n) li, i]. Two chunks x [n) lib it] and x [n) li2, i2] are 
disjoint if either i1 > h or j1 < i2. A finite number of mutually disjoint 
sets Cb ... , Cq of chunks of bitvector variables is called a granularity, 
if U Ci is a set of diSjoint chunks. 
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Definition 3 (Granularity Decomposition) Let V be a set of bit
vector variables and let E be a system of bitvector equations over vari
ables of V . A granularity decomposition of E is a partitioning of E into 
a finite number E l , ... , Eq of independent systems of C(8v) equations 
and into sets of chunks G l , ... ,Gq and sets h, .. . ,Iq V x V s. t. 

• G l ,·· ., Gq is a granularity of V, 

• each Gi is exactly the set of chunks (variables) 
occurring in E i , 

• all equations of each Ei are bitwise bitvector 
equations, and 

• the set of satisfying solutions of E consists exactly 
of all compositions of satisfying solutions of 
E l , ... , E q , which additionally satisfy the 
inequalities specified by h, ... , Iq . • 

The process of scaling the widths of bitvector variables for a system 
E of bitvector equations is separated into two subsequent phases. Sec
tion 5 describes how first a granularity decomposition of E is computed, 
which, for each bit vector variable x[nJ of E, describes a splitting of x[nJ 
according to uniform data flow, as imposed by structural data depen
dencies. Then, for each chunk of x[nJ' the necessary minimum width is 
computed, which preserves satisfiability as required by dynamical data 
dependencies (cf. Example 2). This is further explained in Section 6. 
According to these computed minimum chunk widths, the reduced width 
for the corresponding shrunken variable of E' is reassembled. 

BitvectorVsrisbie I i [ iii iii I ! I I I I I I 

GramMrlty DecompodIon : . . : 
I j ii i ! iii i, I i I I i I 

Minimum WIdth Aecluc:tlon l : l : l : l :. 
m c ccm 

Shrunken 8itv9ctor VsriabIB 

Figure 2. Basic Abstraction Technique 

A granularity decomposition of a given system E always exists, be
cause bitvector variables can always be decomposed into single bits and 
the data dependencies of E can always be described on bit-level. Usu
ally, there exists a variety of possible decompositions. If, for example, 
uniform data dependencies exist for a chunk X[8J [5, 0], then a finer split-
ting, e.g. into X[8J [5,4] and X[8J [3,0], is also a valid decomposition. The 
highest amount of reduction can be achieved for bitwise decompositions 
with chunks of the largest possible width. Finding the coarsest possible 
decomposition for an arbitrary E , is a problem of detecting uniform data 
flow. Hence, it is a problem of deciding equality of Boolean functions, 
and thus is NP-complete. 
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5. Uniform Data Flow Analysis 
Our methods computes a granularity decomposition of a given system 

E by syntactical analysis of the bit vector equations of E. According to 
the high-level information about operators and multi-bit signals, which 
is available within the £(Bv) formalism, chunks of neighboring bits of 
bitvector variables are determined, for which uniform data dependencies 
exist. The granularity decomposition is determined by means of an 
equivalence class structure, which groups chunks of bitvector variables 
between which functional dependencies can be described by a bitwise 
bitvector function. 

The equivalence class computation can efficiently be done by em
ploying a union-find algorithm, which, besides the known unionO and 
findO operations, defines a new procedure sliceO. Initially, one com
plete chunk for each bit vector variable X[n] resides in its own singleton 
equivalence class {X[ndn -l,O]}. A call of find(X[n]'i) yields the (non
ambiguous) equivalence class which includes a chunk of x[n] which con
tains bit position i; unionO performs the usual set union of two classes; 
and slice(x[n],j, i) calls find(X[n], i) and find(x[n],j) and splits all chunks 
of the respective classes at the bit positions corresponding to i and j. 
The originating parts are grouped in two new classes. Each bitvector 
equation e of E is sequentially (but in an arbitrary order) analyzed, and 
the next state of the equivalence class structure is computed by means 
of the procedure gran(e), which is outlined in Algorithm l. The proce
dure recursively performs a case split according to the top-level operators 
occurring in the bitvector terms and computes a coarsest-possible l gran
ularity decomposition of all variables occurring in e. When all bitvector 
equations have been processed, the granularity decomposition of E is 
given by the sets of chunks residing in each equivalence class. 

6. Minimum Width Abstraction 
The initial satisfiability problem for E is decomposed into a number of 

independent satisfiability problems Ei as described in Definition 3, which 
are associated with the computed equivalence classes. The specialty of 
our method is that these instances Ei do not have to be computed or 
represented explicitely. For the reduction technique, which we propose, 
it is sufficient to know, that the solutions of these problems can be 
characterized by satisfiability problems for bitwise bitvector functions 
and sets of inequalities. 

Definition 4 (BvSat) Let k, n E N+ and V = {I, ... , k} and let 
F[n] : lffi[n] x ... x lffi[n] --+ lffi[n] be a k-ary bitvector function of width 
n on bitvectors of width n. Let I V x V. Then BvSat(F[n],I) de-
notes the problem whether there exist x[nl"'" xtn] E lffi[n] , such that 

F[n](x[n], ... ,x1n]) = O[n] and xi[n] =1= for all {i,j} E I. • 

BvSat is an NP-complete Problem, and is in detail investigated in 
JohOlb, where the following fundamental theorem on width reductions 
for bitwise bitvector functions and inequalities is presented. 
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Algorithm 1 Granularity Analysis of Bitvector Equations 

gran(e) { 

switch (e); 

} 

case e == 'S[n] = t[q] Q9 U[r] , : 

gran(' SIn] [n - 1, rJ = t[q] , ); gran(' SIn] [r - 1, OJ = U[r] , ); 

case e == 'S[n] = neg(t[n])' : 
gran(' SIn] = t[n] , ); 

case e == 'S[n] = ite(a[q] = biq], t[n]' U[n]) , : 
gran(' a[q] = b[q] , ); gran( SIn] = t[n] , ); gran(' SIn] = U[n] , ); 

, t d ' case e == SIn] = [n] an Urn) : 
gran(' SIn] = t[n] , ); gran( SIn] = U[n] , ); 

case e == 'S[n] = (t[q] Q9 U[r]) [j, iJ ' : 
if(j<r){ 

gran( 'S[n] = U[r] [j, iJ ' ); 
} else if(i::':: r) { 

gran(' SIn] = t[q] [j - r, i - rJ'); 
} else { 

} 
gran(' SIn] = t[q] [j - r, OJ Q9 U[r] [r - 1, iJ'); 

case e == 'S[n] = (t[q] [l, kJ)[j, iJ' : 
gran(' SIn] = t[q] [k + j, k + i]'); 

case e == 'S[n] = ite( a[q] = b[q], t[r]' U[r]) [j, i]' : 
gran(' SIn] = ite(a[q] = b[q] ,t[rdj, iJ, U[r] [j, iJ)'); 

case e == 'S[n] = (t[q] and U[q] )[j, i]' : 
gran(' SIn] = t[qdj, i] and U[qdj, i]'); 

case e == 'X[n] [j, i] = Y[q] [l, k]' : 
s]ice( X[n], j, i); slice(Y[q], l, k); union( x[n] (j, i), Y[q] (l, k)); 
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If two k-ary bitwise Bitvector functions and on bitvectors 
of width n and m operate according to the same characteristic Boolean 
function, then let this correspondence be denoted by 

Theorem 1 (Minimum Width Reduction) Let k, n E N+ and let 
V = {I, ... , k}. Let I VxV and letp E N+ be the number of connected 
components of the undirected graph G(V, 1) with vertices V and edges I. 
Let m := min (n, max(l, k - p)). Then m is the minimum value for 
which the following holds: 

for all k-ary . 
bitwise F[n] . 

BvSat(.:F[n],1) BvSat(F[m],1) 
satisfiable satisfiable. 

whereby for each F[nJ' F[mJ denotes the corresponding bitwise bitvector 
function of width m width F[nJ F[mJ· • 
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Note that the reduced width m, which is computed in Theorem 1, 
depends only on the arity k of the bitwise functions and on the set I of 
inequalities. Thus, for each equivalence class Ci a reduced width cp( Ci ) 

can be computed, which preserves satisfiability of the associated bitwise 
bitvector equations Ei in a one-to-one fashion. cp( Ci ) only depends on 
the size of the equivalence class (i.e. on the number of chunks contained in 
Ci ) and on the number of connected graph components as induced by the 
inequalities, which are derived from guard expressions of if-then-else 
terms which involve variables of Ci . 

The computation of the number of connected graph components for 
each class can efficiently be done by using a union-find algorithm, and 
moreover, can be embedded within the computation of the equivalence 
classes during the granularity decomposition. 

Figure 9. Minimum Width Abstraction 

Figure 3 reconsiders Example 2, showing a sample equivalence class; 
inequalities are drawn as edges between chunks. 

7. Experimental Results 
The proposed abstraction technique has been implemented in C++ 

in a tool called B<::>oSTER (Boolean String Lgngth Reduction, Joh01a) 
and can easily be integrated into existing verification flows. B<::>oSTER 
was tested in several case studies at the EDA departments of Siemens 
Corporation in Munich and Infineon Technologies in San Jose, CA. Ex
periments on large industrial circuits have demonstrated the applica
bility and efficiency of the presented technique. Good results have been 
achieved for specific types of digital designs, which provide a high degree 
of uniform data-flow, as for example memories, queues, stacks, bridges 
and interface protocols. 

In an experiment we considered a design of roughly 3.000 lines of 
Verilog code with a synthesized netlist of 24.000 gates and 35.000 RAM 
cells. The RTL incorporates 16 FIFO queue buffers and complex control 
logic. Data packages are fed on 33 input channels to the management 
unit, stored in the FIFOs and upon request are output on one of 17 
output channels, while the cell sequence has to be preserved and no 
package must be dropped from the management unit. Test cases were 
run on a PH 450 Mhz Linux PC with 128 MB. The tool operated as 
a preprocessor to the property checker used at Siemens and Infineon. 
All runtimes on reduced models were compared to those achieved on 
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Figure 4. Sample Design before and after Scaling 

the original designs without preprocessing. The width of the data-path 
could be reduced from 10 bits down to le3 bits. The size of the bit-level 
model was shrunken to 30% of the original size, and property checker 
runtimes dropped down to < 20% of the former runtimes, see Table 2 
for details. 

Table 2. Experimental Results 

I Property I Original design Shrunken model 

Computation times nop 2.96secs 
for pre- and read 6.53secs 
postprocessing write 3.24secs 
FIFO sizes on RTL nop 160cells x lObit 160cells x 2bit 

read / write 160 cells x 10 bit 160 cells x 3 bit 
# bits in all signals nop 20925 5034 (24.0 %) 
in cone of influence read 31452 10592 (33.6 %) 
of property write 14622 5163 (35.3 % 
# gates in nop 23801 5661 (27.9 % 
synthesized netlist read / write 23801 7929 (33.3 % 
# state bits nop 1658 362 (21.8 %) 

read / write 1658 524 (31.6 %) 
Property checker nop 23:33 min 37.96secs ( 2.7 %) 
runtimes read 42:23 min 3:27min ( 8.1 %) 

write..fail 2:08 min 25.66secs (19.5 %) 
write-hold 27:08 min 1:08min ( 4.2 %) 

8. Conclusion 
Reduction of data path widths has always been a classical attempt 

of minimizing state place explosion for formal model checking methods. 
Many EDA companies today perform such reductions manually to reduce 
verification runtimes, often without having the guarantee that the chosen 
amount of scaling does not falsify verification results. 

In this paper we presented a fully automated one-to-one RTL abstrac
tion technique, which efficiently analyzes word-level data-flow in RTL 
descriptions with respect to a specified property. Designs are scaled 
down by reducing signal widths before property checking, while guar
anteeing that the property holds for the scaled model if and only if it 
holds for the original design. The proposed technique can furthermore 
be applied in high-level equivalence checking and high-level simulation. 
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Notes 
1. Coarsest, in the sense of: as coarse as can be concluded by purely syntactical analysis. 

Yet in fact, for many practical applications in digital circuit design our technique yields the 
optimum decomposition. 
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